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PREFACE
This report describes the thermal performance of rigid and flexible thermal protection systems
considered for potential use in future Aeroassist Space Transfer Vehicles. The thermal response of
these materials subjected to aeroconvective heating from a plasma arc is described. Properties that
were measured included the thermal conductivity of both rigid and flexible insulations at various
temperatures and pressures and the emissivity of the fabrics used in the flexible insulations. The
results are included from computerized thermal analysis models describing thermal response of these
materials subjected to flight conditions.
The thermal performance of these thermal protection systems in the plasma arc is described in
three sections: flexible insulations, rigid insulations, and reflective coating. The thermal conductivity
measurements are described in two sections: flexible and rigid insulations. The thermal analysis
section includes analyses for both the flexible and rigid insulations.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The thermal performance of rigid and flexible insulations and a reflective coating is described.
The aeroconvective heating conditions for the test were simulated in the NASA Ames 20 MW
Plasma Arc Facility. The test conditions simulated were the approximate peak heating conditions to
be encountered on the aerobrake of the Aeroassist Flight Experiment (AFE) following a "Baseline
VA" trajectory. The pressure conditions of the AFE "Baseline VA Nominal" trajectory were also
simulated in the arc jet. Materials tested include
(a) Two types of rigid insulations: Alumina Sol-Modified Insulation (ASMI) and Alumina
Enhanced Thermal Barrier (AETB). Each was tested in two densities: AETB-12 and AETB-8,
(b) A reflective coating on a rigid insulation: Fibrous Refractory Composite Insulation
(FRCI- 12)/Reaction Cured Glass (RCG),
(c) Two types of flexible insulations: Tailorable Advanced Blanket Insulation (TABI) and Com-
posite Flexible Blanket Insulation (CFBI), with two variations of each type of insulations, and
(d) Similar flexible insulations coated with a Protective Ceramic Coating (PCC) or a RCG coating.
Surface and in-depth temperatures and surface recession were measured in the rigid insulations.
Surface temperatures were measured on the FRCI-12/RCG coated with the reflective coating and
surface and backface temperatures were measured in uncoated and coated flexible insulations. All
the rigid insulations exhibited excellent performance up to heating rates of 47 Btu/ft2.s and the
AETB-12 up to 58 Btu/ft2.s. The uncoated flexible insulations exhibited good thermal performance
up to 31 Btu/ft2.s. The use of a PCC to protect these insulations at higher heating rates is described.
Thermal and optical properties were determined including thermal conductivity for the rigid and
flexible insulations and emissivity for the insulation fabrics. These properties were utilized to calcu-
late the thermal performance of the rigid and flexible insulations at the maximum heating rate.
INTRODUCTION
One of the experiments in the Aeroassist Flight Experiment (AFE) (ref. l) was the Alternate
Thermal Protection Materials (ATPM) experiment. As part of this experiment, two different types of
rigid insulations (one in two different densities), two different types of flexible insulations, and one
reflective coating on a rigid insulation were to be flown. The objective of the experiment was to
determine thermal response of these materials under the AFE trajectory environment and to deter-
mine their ability to provide thermal protection for an aerobrake vehicle. According to previously
established guidelines (ref. 1), "the thermal design requirement of the aerobrake is to protect the
vehicle structure from aerodynamic heating such that the structure will not exceed 350°F during all
phases of the design mission." Therefore, one of the key objectives of this study was to determine
the backface temperature of the insulations when exposed to a simulated AFE heating environment.
Theprocedureusedto accomplishtheobjectivewasto (a)attemptto simulateascloselyas
possibletheradiationequilibriumtemperatureconditionresultingfrom thenominalandpeakheating
ratetrajectoriesreportedin reference2, (b) determinethethermalresponseof therigid andflexible
insulationsin this environment,(c) determineanypost-testphysicaldamageto theinsulationsand
coatings,(d) determinetheeffectivenessof thereflectivecoatingto reflect theradiativeportionof
theheatingenvironment,(e)determinetheeffectof specialinstrumentationon thephysicalintegrity
of oneof therigid insulations,(f) determinesomeof thethermalandopticalpropertiesof these
materials,and(g) utilize these properties in an analytical model to predict the response of these
materials in a maximum heating rate trajectory.
During the evolution of the AFE program, three different sets of entry trajectories were consid-
ered as described in references 2-4. The final set, reference 4, includes two heating rate profiles:
"Nominal Adjusted" and "Nominal Adjusted Plus Methodology Uncertainty." The arc-jet test
described here closely simulated these case described in reference 4. The test was designed to the
heating rate and pressure conditions described in reference 3, but coincidentally, the test conditions
obtained were very close to the heating rate conditions described in reference 4. The heat flux to the
AFE surface depends on the location. The locations of the various rigid and flexible insulations and
reflective coating to be flown on the AFE aerobrake are shown in figure 1. The three rigid insula-
tions are located immediately below Stagnation to Length (S/L) ratio of 0.00, or (S/L) - 0.00, where
S is the distance from the stagnation point and L is the diameter of the aerobrake vehicle. These are
Alumina Enhanced Thermal Barrier (AETB-12 and AETB-8) and Alumina Sol Modified Insulation
(ASMI).
The Tailorable Advanced Blanket Insulation (TABI) and the Composite Flexible Blanket
Insulation (CFBI) are located between S/L = 0.47 and S/L - 0.55. The heating rate environment at
S/L = 0.55 was chosen due to the possibility of fabric failure at higher heating rates. The center of
the Fibrous Refractory Composite Insulation (FRCI)-12, Reaction Cured Glass (RCG), reflective
coating is located approximately at S/L = 0.52. A similar heating rate was chosen for this tile since
the difference between S/L = 0.52 and S/L = 0.55 was insignificant.
The AETB-8, AETB-12 and ASMI rigid insulations were tested at the S/L = 0.00 heating condi-
tions. The TABI and CFBI flexible insulations and FRCI-12-RCG/reflective coating were tested at
the S/L = 0.55 heating conditions which represents the coolest edge of these insulations. These
conditions are very close to the "Baseline VA" conditions reported in reference 4.
The author wishes to acknowledge W. L. Love, H. K. Tran, D. J. Iverson, D. M. Lowe, and C. Y.
Simonian for conducting the plasma arc tests and S. A. Chiu for performing the analytical studies.
PLASMA ARC TESTS
Test Conditions
The heating and temperature profiles are shown in figure 2 for the AFE trajectory for the two
aerobrake locations of interest. These conditions were simulated in the NASA Ames 20 MW Plasma
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Arc JetFacility. Theexacttemperatureprofilecannotbeduplicatedin this facility. Instead,thearc
wasrunata constantconditionthatproducedthesurfacetemperaturepredictedfor theAFE. Therun
time wasselectedto exposethemodelto aboutthesametotalheatloadastheflight vehicle.
A comparisonof theplasmaarcradiationequilibriumtemperaturesmeasuredduring thecalibra-
tion testsandtherecentlyenacted"BaselineVA" trajectoryreportedin reference4 is shownin table
1.Themeasuredtemperatureswereextremelycloseto thepredictedflight trajectorytemperatures
for theflexible insulationandreflectivecoatinglocationsatS/L = 0.456.Themeasuredtemperatures
ontheflexible calibrationmodelwas50°Flower thantheAFE maximumradiativeequilibrium tem-
perature.Thebalanceof themeasuredtemperaturesareverycloseto or higherthanthetrajectory
temperatures.Thestagnationpressureon theaerobrakeatS/L = 0.0variesfrom 0.02psiat atmo-
sphericentry to amaximumof 0.45psiatpeakheating.Thestagnationpressurcsfor thearc-jettests
areshownin table1,alongwith thecalculatedheatflux rates.
Theplasmaarctestconditionsareshownin table2. All of themodelswereinsertedinstanta-
neouslyinto theplasmaarcstreamheldfor 120secthenremovedinstantaneously.Thisdiffers from
theactualAFEheatingrateprofilesshownin figure 2 whichgraduallyriseto apeak,thenfall. After
withdrawal,thearcwasquenchedbut thepressurewasmaintainedin thechamberfor approximately
400secafterexposurefor therigid insulationsandfor 600secfor theflexible insulationsor until the
backfacetemperatureapproachedequilibrium.
Calibration Model Description
Three calibration models were utilized to establish the test conditions for the three classes of
materials tested: rigid insulations, flexible insulations, and reflective coating. The model geometry
for the rigid insulations and reflective coating were similar. A larger model was used for the flexible
insulations. A rigid insulation called Lockheed Insulation (LI-2200) (ref. 5) coated with RCG was
used as the calibration model for the rigid insulations and reflective coating. It was instrumented on
the surface with three type "R" thermocouples. The rigid models were approximately 2.75 in. in
diameter x 0.95 in. in height and were inserted in a 4 in. diameter graphite holder. The calibration
model for the flexible insulations consisted of a 6.5 in. round FRCI-12 holder with a 3.5 in. square
x 1.03 in. thick FRCI-12 insert instrumented with three type "R" thermocouples. For the actual test,
the flexible insulations were the same size as the calibration model inserts. All models used a gap
filler between the model and the holder.
These calibration models were used to establish the power and pressure conditions and the result-
ing surface temperatures shown in table 2. The matrix of test conditions used to test the insulation
materials is shown in table 3. The target temperatures and the measured maximum temperatures are
also shown for each run. The calibration model temperatures were also measured with a pyrometer.
These measurements were not corrected for emissivity or for reflective index of the window of the
arc-jet chamber. The pyrometer readings were consistently 10% lower than the thermocouple read-
ings. Both pyrometer and thermocouple readings were taken on all models for redundancy, but the
thermocouple readings were considered more accurate. Thermocouple and pyrometer readings are
compared in figure 3. The comparison was performed by testing an FRCI-12/RCG rigid insulation at
various temperatures and measuring the surface temperatures with both the thermocouples and
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pyrometer.Thecalibrationtemperatureprofilesobtainedfor theflexible insulations,thereflective
coating,andtherigid insulationsareshownin figures4, 5, and6 respectively.
FLEXIBLE INSULATIONS
Description of Materials
Two types of flexible insulations were tested: TABI and CFBI. Two variations of TABI insula-
tions were tested: one with an angle interlock top fabric and another with a layer-to-layer top fabric.
Two variations of CFBI were tested: one with a 5 harness satin weave top fabric and one with an
interlock top fabric. The detail composition of these insulations is described in table 3. The two top
fabric configurations for the CFBI blankets tested are shown in figure 7. The angle interlock fabric
utilized in the TABI was essentially similar to the interlock fabric shown in figure 7, except it con-
tains only two layers of fabrics. The layer-to-layer fabric is similar to the angle interlock, except it
does not include the cross yams. Two different coatings were evaluated for protecting these insula-
tions at high heating rates: the RCG coating described previously (ref. 6) and a PCC also described
previously (ref. 7). The purpose of the coatings is to increase the emittance of the surface when the
system is subjected to a high-temperature environment and to protect the underlying silicon carbide
fabric fi'om oxidation and degradation. The uncoated silicon carbide fabric has an emittance of 0.6 at
2200°F, which results in excessive surface temperatures when the fabric is subjected to a high-
heating environment, resulting in failure of the fabric. One major requirement of the coatings is that
they provide thermal protection to the fabric instantaneously as the material is exposed to the high-
heating environment. A second requirement is that the coating should adhere well to the fabric and
should remain flexible prior to installation on the vehicle. The third requirement is that the coatings
must not contain any organic binder that will produce volatiles, thus contaminating adjacent surfaces
in a space vehicle.
Some of the coated flexible insulations were also subjected to a simulated installation procedure
on a vehicle to determine the effect of physical pressure on the insulation and coating integrity. Prior
to testing, these coated insulations were subjected to 5 cycles of vacuum bagging at 4 psi for 8 hr
per cycle.
Plasma Arc Test Results
The geometry of flexible insulation test models was similar to the calibration test models
described previously. The square rigid insulation insert (3.5 in. x 3.5 in. x 1.03 in. thick) was
removed and replaced with the flexible insulation to be tested. The flexible insulation was instru-
mented with one type "R" surface thermocouple and one type "K" thermocouple embedded in RTV
between the backface and 0.032 in. thick aluminum plate. The model was normal to the plasma arc
stream.
Figures 8 through 11 show the thermal profiles for the uncoated TABI. Higher surface tempera-
tures were obtained with these insulations compared to FRCI-12/RCG at similar test conditions. This
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is attributedto the loweremissivityof thetopfabric relativeto RCG,andotherfactorssuchasfabric
designandtexture.Fabricdesignandtextureeffectsurfacetemperaturedueto thecatalycityand
emissivityof thefabric.Forexample,anopenweaveconfigurationhasalayersurfaceareaexposed
to theheatingenvironmentandthereforeahighercatalyticefficiencythanatight weaveconfigura-
tion.Fabricfailure wasobservedonly at thehigherheatingratefor theTABI layer-to-layerwhile the
TABI angleinterlockfailed atbothtestconditions.Thebackfacetemperatureof theTABI angle
interlockwassignificantlyhigherat bothtestconditionsthantheTABI layer-to-layerasshownin
figures10,11,8, and9 respectively.This highbackfacetemperatureof theTABI angleinterlock
couldbeattributeddueto thefailureof thetopsiliconcarbidefabricduring thethermalexposure.
This insulationreached1003°Fatthealuminumwhentestedatthehighheatingconditioncompared
to 388°Ffor theTABI Layer-to-Layer.Of thetwo insulations,theTABI layer-to-layerprovided
betterthermalresponsecharacteristicsthantheTABI angleinterlock.
Thethermalprofiles for theuncoatedCFBI insulationsareshownin figures12through15.The
only differencein thecompositionof thetwo CFBI insulationswasthesurfacefabric.TheCFBI
with the5 harnesssatinweavefabric failedatboth testconditions,resultingin holesin thefabric.
Therewerenoholesobservedin theCFBI interlockfor eithertestconditionandtheinsulation
seemedintactexceptfor somediscolorationof thefabricattributedto oxidation.Themaximum
backfacefor this insulationreached409°Fat thehigh heatingconditions.Basedon theaboveresults,
thebestCFBI configurationwastheCFBI interlock.Dueto thefailureof theTABI at thehigh
heatingconditionandpossibilityof theCFBI interlockfailing athigherheatingconditions,theuse
of ahigh-emittancecoatingon thefabricwasinvestigated.
ThePCCcoatingwasutilized to coattheCFBIandTABI blankets.Additional CFBI blankets
werecoatedwith RCGcoating.Most of thecoatingswerebrushedonto thesurfaceof thetopfabric
anddriedusingaheatgun,butsomemodelsweresprayedwith thecoatings.TheRCGwaslight
grayandthePCCwasslightly darker.Both coatingsseemedto adhereto thefabricafterdryingand
did notcrack.Whenmodelscoatedwith thePCCwerehandled,it wasfoundthatthefabricwasstill
fairly flexibleandthecoatingscrackedonly slightly whenpressedhard.Only asmall amountof
PCCwasdustedoff from thecomersof thevariousmodelswhentheywereinstalledin their holders.
Thefabricof themodelscoatedwith theRCGwasfoundto bemorerigid thanthatof thePCC
coatedmodelsandthecoatingcrackedseverelywhenpressedhard.A substantialamountof RCG
crackedandpeeledoff from themodelswith thiscoatingwhentheywereinstalledin their holders.
Thethicknessof thetwo coatingswereidentical.Latermodelscoatedwith amuchthicker layerof
PCCshowedsignsof crackingandpeelingduring installation.Fromothertests(ref. 7), it was
determinedthatthethickerPCCcoating(> 1.33oz/ft2or 0.006in. thick) wasnotrequired.
All of thecoatedblanketsweretestedatthe34Btu/ft2.stestconditionandno failureswere
observedwith PCCcoatedblankets,exceptfor onemodelshowinga smallfabricholein thecoiner.
TheRCGcoatedblanketsfailedat this testcondition.Figures16through19showthethermal
profiles for theRCGandPCCcoatedCFBI insulations.Lower surfacetemperaturewasachieved
with thePCCcoatedTABI (fig. 19)andcoatedCFBI (fig. 17)comparedto theuncoatedTABI
(fig. 9) anduncoatedCFBI (fig. 15)atthehigh-heatingcondition.Both uncoatedandcoatedTABI
insulationswereidenticalin constructionaswerebothuncoatedandcoatedCFBI insulations.This
reductionin surfacetemperatureisattributedto therelativelyhighemissivityof thecoating.Surface
emissivitywill bediscussedlater.
Additional plasmaarctestswith RCGandPCCcoatedinsulationswereconductedto determine
theeffectof pressureandvacuumbaggingon thermalperformance.Thethermalprofilesareshown
in figures20 through23.Thesamplesweretestedatthehigh-heatingcondition.Theonly fabric
failure observedwaswith theRCGcoatedCFBI.Theseandprevioussampleswerebrushcoated
with RCGor PCCcoatings.A small hole was observed in one comer and this could be attributed to
insufficient coating due to the brush-on method. Additional models were sprayed with RCG and
PCC. The dry-coating thickness (determined by weight) was identical. The thermal profiles for these
are shown in figures 22 and 23. The RCG coated samples shown in figure 22 reached slightly higher
temperature than the PCC coated sample shown in figure 23. The top fabric of the RCG coated
sample failed, but the PCC sample was intact.
The test results can be summarized as follows:
• The maximum heating rate used for test was approximately 2 Btu/ft2•s less than that predicted
for the AFE trajectory.
• Of all the uncoated insulations tested, the only one that survived with no fabric damage at
34 Btu/ft2os was the CFBI interlock.
The TABI layer-to-layer and CFBI interlock provided better thermal performance than the other
two types of insulations. This is attributed to the OML silicon carbide fabric which exhibited
minimum damage in the layer to layer and no damage to the Interlock.
• The use of a high emittance coating is necessary to protect these insulations at heating rates
> 34 Btu/ft2•s appears to be suitable.
° Additional testing will be required of PCC coated TABI and CFBI insulations at a heating rate of
36 Btu/ft2•s.
• There was no effect on the thermal performance of the insulations as a result of pre-test applied
pressure or vacuum bagging.
RIGID INSULATIONS
Description of Materials
Materials tested in the plasma arc are described in table 4. All rigid insulations were coated with
a RCG coating. These insulations and coating have been described previously in detail (refs. 5
and 6); therefore, it is not necessary to redescribe them here.
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Plasma Arc Test Results
The geometry of rigid insulation test models was similar to the calibration test models described
previously. The insulations were instrumented with type "R" thermocouples, three at the surface,
embedded in RCG, one embedded in the insulation at 0.1 in. from the surface, and one at 0.35 in.
from the surface. The model was normal to the plasma arc stream.
The thermal profiles for the rigid insulations are shown in figures 24 through 29. At the low-
heating condition, lower in-depth temperatures were observed with ASMI insulation than the
AETB-8 or AETB-12, even though the surface temperatures were similar among the three insula-
tions. This could be attributed to the lower thermal conductivity of ASMI at 0.1 atm. The pressure
during the test was 0.05 arm and 0.07 atm at the two test conditions. The AETB-12 insulation was
instrumented with a non-functional experimental Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD) to deter-
mine the effect of this instrumentation on the surface of the insulation. None of the three insulations
indicated any defect on the surface after testing at this condition.
The insulations were also tested at a heating rate of 58.7 Btu/ft2os. Again, the ASMI insulation
exhibited the lowest temperature at 0.35 in. depth at peak temperature. The surface thermocouples
failed after approximately 60-90 sec in the plasma arc stream, but the models were held in the
stream for 120 sec. There was no surface penetration in the AETB-12 insulation indicating that the
experimental RTD did not have any adverse effect on the surface of the insulation. Surface penetra-
tion is defined when the RCG melts and the underlying insulation appears on the surface. The RCG
surface showed some partial melting, but there was no penetration. The AETB-8 and ASMI insula-
tions showed some surface penetrations especially at the area where the thermocouples enter the
insulation from the surface. The failures were not considered as damaging or propagating to the
underlying structure in an actual aerobrake application, because the penetrations were not too deep.
This is verified by the in-depth temperature profiles of the AETB-8 and ASMI insulations, which
were not significantly different from the AETB-12 temperature profile. It should also be noted that
the plasma-arc test condition exceeded the maximum heating rate of the AFE trajectory noted in
figure 2 and table 1.
The surface recession (shrinkage) of the rigid insulations was also determined to be: ASMI:
0.011 in.; AETB-12:0.019 in.; and AETB-8:0.024 in. This shrinkage is considered insignificant.
The test results can be summarized as follows:
• Although the aeroconvective environment chosen in the plasma arc does not replicate the AFE
environment, it exceeded the heating environment discussed in reference 2 by 2-4 Btu/ft2°s.
• The AETB-8, AETB-12, and ASMI exhibited excellent performance up to a heating rate of
47 Btu/ft2•s.
At heating rates of 58 Btu/ft2•s, the AETB-12 exhibited some melting of the RCG, but there was
no penetration of the surface. The surfaces of the AETB-8 and ASMI were penetrated, but this
damage is considered non-propagating to an underlying aluminum structure.
• The RTD instrumentation had no detrimental effect on the surface of the AETB-12 insulation.
• ThemeasuredASMI in-depthtemperatureswerelower thantheAETB-8 or
AETB-12temperatures.
• Surfacerecessionor shrinkagewasinsignificantin all therigid insulations.
REFLECTIVE COATING
Description of Materials
The reflective coating is applied on the rigid FRCI-12 insulation as follows: the RCG coating is
applied on the insulation to a dry thickness of approximately 0.012 in. It is air dried and a second
coating of silica particles (Spectrosil ®1) is applied to half the specimen to a dry thickness of
approximately 2.3 _tm. The RCG half surface serves as the reference surface. The combined coatings
are fired at 2225°F for 90 min in air. Subsequently, an alumina (Ceralox ®2) coating is applied to the
combined coating at a thickness of 2.2 -7.1 _tm and fired at 2225°F for 30 rain. The coated models
are detailed in table 5.
Plasma Arc Test Results
The geometry of reflective coating test models was similar to the calibration test models
described previously. The reflective coatings were instrumented with one type "R" thermocouple at
each coating and one differential thermocouple embedded between two adjacent coatings.
Figures 30 and 31 show the surface temperature profiles of the reference and reflective coatings
at three different thicknesses: 7.1 p.m, 2.5 _m and 2.2 _tm. The models were instrumented with both
surface and differential thermocouples.
As stated earlier, the purpose of the reflective coating is to reflect the radiative portion of the
heating environment. Some of the incoming radiation should be "reflected" by the coating after a
series of refraction and light scattering events within the coating which is applied on top of the RCG
coating. Energy radiated from the RCG surface is either transmitted through the thin overcoat or
emitted by it. The thickness of the coating is therefore critical, since it must be thin enough to permit
the substrate to radiate through it, yet thick enough for scattering to reflect some of the incoming
radiation. Also, the coating will need to be thick enough to retain its optical properties and not be
absorbed into the RCG coating during exposure to high heat flux rates. The reflectance of the RCG
and reflective coatings prior and after testing is shown in figures 32 through 35. As expected, the
thicker coatings have a higher effective reflectance. In order to be effective in reducing the surface
temperature of the tile, the overcoat in combination with the RCG coating must have the following
properties: it does not degrade its emissivity properties; solar absorptivity to emissivity ratio is less
than or equal to 0.4 after exposure to the aeroconvective environment (this ratio is dictated by a
1 Registered trademark of Thermal Fused Quartz Inc.
2 Registered trademark of Ceralox Corp.
typical absorbanceof < 0.3 of the overlay coating and an emittance of 0.8 of the underlying coating);
and the combined total emittance of the RCG/reflective coating at higher temperatures should be
equal to or higher than 0.85. In the present case, the reflectance at 300 nanometers of the combined
RCG/reflective coating after thermal exposure in the arc-jet was approximately 60% for the 2.2/am,
93% for the 2.5 lam and 94% for the 7.1 Jam thick coating.
There was no degradation of any of the coatings after the test exposure and the optimum thick-
ness of the coating was 2.5 lain since there was no increase in reflectance as a result of a thicker
coating. Two of the coatings are compared in figure 30. A slightly hotter (43°F at 100 sec) surface
temperature was observed with the thicker coating. The RCG is compared with the 2.2 p.m coating is
shown in figure 31. A slightly hotter (52°F at 100 sec) surface is observed with the reflective
coating. This is attributed to the absence, or small amount of radiation from the plasma arc. The
effect of the reflective coating should be more apparent in a higher radiation environment. This is
shown in table 6 where the calculated surface temperatures of the RCG and RCG/reflective coating
is presented as a function of various radiative heating rates at the coating location on the aerobrake.
The total heating rate shown is reported in reference 3 which is lower than that reported in refer-
ence 4. Calculations were performed prior to the availability of reference 4. A reduction of the
RCG/reflective coating temperature is observed as the radiative heating rate increases. As shown in
table 6, no significant reduction in surface temperature is observed until the radiative heating rate is
25%-30% of the total. With a small (5-10%) radiative component such as that in the arc-jet, a
slightly hotter surface was expected for the reflective coated surface due to the lower effective emis-
sivity of the combined coatings, verified by the arc-jet measurements. Approximately 50°F hotter
surface was observed with the reflective coating. The radiative heating rate on the AFE is expected
to be approximately 15% of the total heating rate which may result in approximately 30°F hotter
surface temperature of the reflective coating than the RCG. However, should this radiative heating
rate be higher, the reflective coating should be extremely effective in reducing the surface tempera-
ture of the rigid insulation. The differences in surface temperatures were also measured and are
shown in figures 36 and 37. The temperature difference measured between the absolute and differen-
tial thermocouples were close. The temperature shown in figure 36 is the difference between the two
2.5 [am and 7.1 _m coatings. The large temperature spikes shown during the first 10-30 sec, occur
during the insertion of the test models in the arc stream and immediately thereafter. They could be
attributed to the differential heating of the coatings during insertion since the coatings were separated
in a vertical position in the model.
The test results can be summarized as follows:
• The optimum reflective coating thickness is 2.2-2.5/am.
• The coating optical properties do not degrade after exposure to this heating environment of
34.8 Btu/ft2.s.
• At the heating rate of 33.4 Btu/ft2os in the arc-jet, the coating was 52°F hotter than the RCG
coating.
• The coating can be effective in reducing the surface temperature provided a large (>15%)
fraction of the heating environment is radiative.
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• Thedifferential thermocouplesprovideanaccuratemethodof verifyingthethermocouple
measurements.
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY TESTS
To provide input data for thermal analysis of the test results and relate them to the AFE
environment, it is necessary to know the thermal and optical properties of the rigid and flexible
insulations. This section describes the thermal conductivity measurements of the flexible and rigid
insulations.
Flexible Insulations
The thermal conductivity of the flexible insulations was determined using a procedure described
previously (ref. 8). Figures 38 and 39 show the apparent thermal conductivity of the two uncoated
CFBI and TABI insulations. Samples were evaluated at pressures of 1, 0.1, and 0.01 atmosphere at
each test temperature. The samples were tested in ascending temperature order, with all three pres-
sure conditions evaluated prior to the test apparatus being brought up to the next higher temperature.
Nitrogen gas was used as the cover gas, in an attempt to protect the specimens and the test equip-
ment from oxidation. The apparent average thermal conductivity of the uncoated CFBI interlock is
lower than the uncoated TABI layer-to-layer. This is attributed to effectiveness of the multilayer
reflective foils as described previously (ref. 9).
Rigid Insulations
The thermal conductivity of the rigid insulations was measured using a procedure described
previously (ref. 10). Figures 40 through 42 show the thermal conductivity of AETB-12, AETB-8 and
ASMI at 1, 0.1, and 0.01 atmospheres as a function of temperature. The thermal conductivity of
ASMI is approximately similar to AETB-8 and AETB-12 at 0.01 Atm at 2250°F, but significantly
lower at 0.1 atmosphere. The above thermal conductivity values were utilized to calculate the
thermal profiles of the rigid and flexible insulations discussed in the Thermal Analysis Section.
EMISSIVITY TESTS
To calculate the surface temperatures of the fabric in the flexible insulation, it is necessary to
know its optical properties at elevated temperatures. The test methodology used to determine the
emittance of the uncoated fabrics and the coated fabrics is described below. The emissivities of two
different types of uncoated silicon carbide fabrics, 5 harness satin weave and interlock, were
determined at 2000°F, 2100°F, and 2200°F.
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Thefirst testsystemconsistedof aconcentriccylindersystem.Thefabricwasappliedto the
outer surface of the inner cylinder and instrumented with surface thermocouples. A high-temperature
electric heater was located inside the inner cylinder, supplying the heat being transferred in the test
system. The inner cylinder was surrounded by a second cylinder whose surface temperatures were
also measured with attached thermocouples. A third, still larger diameter cylinder, surrounded the
second cylinder completing the concentric system. This was then positioned under a stainless steel
bell jar, where a vacuum could be created. The heat emitted by the central electric heater was moni-
tored by laboratory volt and ammeters. A pressure gage indicated the vacuum level in the test system
during the run. The fundamental equation relating the transfer of radiant energy to the emissivity is
given:
Where:
(q) = 0 [ 4 41
1 al l )
cy, Stefan Boltzmann constant, 0.1714 x 10 -8 Btu/hr,ft2.°R 4
El, gray body emissivity of inner cylinder surface (test fabric)
E2, gray body emissivity of surrounding cylinder surface
T1, absolute surface temperature of inner cylinder surface (test fabric), °R
T2, absolute surface temperature of surrounding cylinder surface, °R
A 1, radiating area of inner cylinder, ft 2
A2, radiating area of surrounding cylinder, ft 2
The radiation flux, (q/A) rad, was determined from the heat output of the electric heater and
corrected with a vacuum gas conduction term, which is negligible.
The second emissivity test system consisted of a ceramic cup whose bottom could be fitted with
samples of test fabrics. The fabric surface temperatures were measured by fine gage thermocouples
threaded into the fibers. This 2-in. diameter cup was oriented in a horizontal position so that the
flames from an oxyacetylene torch could play into the open end of the cup. At a fixed distance of
13 in. from the surface of the cup, a vertical heat flux transducer was positioned so that the radiant
flux from the 2-in. diameter disk of the test fabric could be measured. The heat flux transducer was
very thin and had previously been accurately calibrated. By measuring the diameter of the hot fabric
disk and its distance from the heat meter (which were normally aligned), the radiation factor is
determined. The equation used to relate the emissivity to the measured radiant energy is given:
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/a2/G=ao 2+b 2
Where:
G, radiant flux falling on radiometer, Btu/hr.fl 2
_, gray body emissivity of the fabric surface
cy, Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 0.1714 x 10-8 Btu/hr.ft2o°R 4
a, radius of fabric disk, ft
b, distance between radiating surface of fabric disk and the heat meter (radiometer), ft
Tf, temperature of the fabric disk, °R
(a2/a 2 + b2), angle factor for the radiation system
The two methods yielded results that were in good agreement. The systems were also checked on
standard emissivity surfaces (Reynolds ®3 aluminum foil and high-emissivity surfaces). The emit-
tance of the uncoated silicon carbide fabrics is shown as a function of temperature in figure 43. The
CFBI interlock, which performed better in the plasma arc tests, showed slightly higher emittance
than the 5 harness satin weave fabric. The interlock fabric emittance values were used for the
thermal analysis of both the TABI and CFBI insulations. It was assumed that the optical properties
of the TABI layer-to-layer fabrics were similar to the CFBI interlock fabrics.
The apparatuses used for the two methods described above are shown in figure 44.
THERMAL ANALYSIS
One-dimensional System Improved Numerical Differencing Analyzer (SINDA) (ref. 11) models
were used to analyze the thermal responses of both rigid and flexible insulations. The rigid insula-
tions analyzed include AETB-8, AETB-12 -12, and ASMI. The flexible insulations analyzed include
uncoated and PCC coated CFBI interlock, as well TABI layer-to-layer.
Both in-depth and backface temperatures of the insulations were calculated under arc-jet test
conditions to compare them with those measured by the thermocouples. The heat fluxes for the arc-
jet tests were taken to be 58.7 and 34.3 Btu/ft2-s for the rigid and flexible insulations, respectively,
while the pressure was assumed to be at 0.01 Atm. The in-flight temperature responses were also
predicted. The predicted AFE maximum-flux trajectory heat fluxes are shown in figure 2 "above
3 Registered trademark of Reynolds Aluminum Corp.
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right." Theheatflux at S/L = 0.00wasusedfor therigid insulationandS/L = 0.55wasusedfor the
flexible insulation.
Figure45showsthecomponentsof thetwo thermalmodelsusedfor botharcjet andAFE
predictions.Therigid insulations,arebondedto aNomex® StrainIsolationPad(SIP)with Room
TemperatureVulcanizing(RTV) siliconeadhesive.Theflexible insulationsconsistof siliconcarbide
fabricsandaluminabattings.Both insulationsarebondedto analuminumplate.Thebondingagent
usedis RTV560®.4Thebackfaceof thealuminumwasassumedadiabatic.
Thermalconductivitiesof theinsulationsandtheemittanceof the interlocksiliconcarbideused
in themodelsareshownin figures38 through43.A constantemittanceof 0.85wasusedfor the
RCGcoating.TheSINDA modelslinearlyinterpolateor extrapolatethethermalpropertiesasfunc-
tionsof bothtemperatureandpressure,asrequired.It shouldbenotedthatbecausethecalculated
insulationtemperaturesexceedthetemperaturesof whichthethermalpropertiesweremeasured,
uncertaintiesdueto extrapolationto hightemperaturesmaybesignificant.
Figures46-49showtheresultsof analysesperformedfor four differentflexible insulations:
uncoatedCFBI interlock,PCCcoatedCFBI interlock,uncoatedTABI layer-to-layer,andPCC
coatedTABI layer-to-layer.
Figures46 through49 "above"arethecalculatedthermalprofilesof the insulationswhenthe
plasmaarctestconditionsareimposedon themodels.ThesefiguresrepresentheuncoatedCFBI
interlock,PCCcoatedCFBI interlock,uncoatedTABI layer-to-layerandPCCcoatedlayer-to-layer.
Thesethermalprofilesarecomparableto themeasuredtemperatureprofilesshownfor similar
materialsshownin figures15,21,9, and19,respectively.Themeasuredandcalculatedthermal
profilesarecomparableonly for themaximumsurfacetemperatures.Theheat-upandcool-down
profilesaredifferentpossiblydueto theceramicholderthatsurroundedtheplasmaarctest
specimen.Theceramicholderprovidedfor slowerheat-upandcool-downperiodsfor theflexible
insulationtestspecimen,while thecalculatedvaluesdonot takeinto accounttherigid insulation
holder.Themeasuredandcalculatedaluminumtemperaturescorrespondwell.
Figures46 through49 "below" arethethermalprofilesof thesameuncoatedandcoatedflexible
insulationswhentheAFE maximumheatingrateprofile at S/L = 0.55,shownin figure 2 "above
right," is imposed.
TheuncoatedCFBI interlockreaches495°Fat thealuminum(fig. 46 "below") while thePCC
coatedCFBI interlockreaches434°Fatthealuminum(fig. 47 "below"). Bothof theseinsulations
survivedthemaximumheatingrateplasmaarctests.TheuncoatedTABI layer-to-layerreaches
595°Fatthealuminum(fig. 48 "below") while thePCCcoatedTABI layer-to-layerreaches533°Fat
thealuminum(fig. 49 "below").
ThePCCcoatedCFBI andTABI insulationsshowasignificantlylowersurfacetemperaturethan
theuncoatedinsulations.TheuncoatedTABI layer-to-layerdid not survivetheplasmaarctestsand
thefabricwasdamaged.Again, it shouldbeemphasizedthatthealuminumtemperatureshownare
4RegisteredTrademarkofGeneralElectricCo.
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for athin 0.032-in.adiabaticaluminumskinandlower temperatureswill beencounteredfor an
aluminumskinwith aluminumstringersattached.
Figures50 through52showtheresultsof thethermalanalysisof RCGcoatedAETB-8,
AETB-12 andASMI rigid insulations.
Figures50 through52 "upper" arethethermalprofilesof theinsulationswhentheplasmaarctest
conditionsareimposedon themodels.Thecalculatedthermalresponseof the insulationscorrelates
welt with themeasuredsurfaceand0.1 in. depthtemperatureshownin figures25,27,and30.A
discrepancyof 200-250°Fwasobservedat 0.35in. depth.
Figures50through52 "below" arethethermalprofilesof theinsulationswhentheAFE
maximumheatingrateatS/L = 0.00shownin figure2 "aboveright" is imposedon theinsulations.
The primarypurposeof thesecalculationswasto estimatethealuminumtemperatureon thebackface
of the insulations.
Themodelutilizedaratherthin aluminumskin. In anactualapplication,thisaluminumskinis
weldeddirectlyto massivealuminumstringers,thusresultingin muchlower temperaturesof the
aluminumskin.Morecomplexcalculationswill haveto beperformedto allow for thisheattransfer
from thealuminumskin to thestringers,thusestablishingmorerealisticbackfacetemperatures.
TheAETB-8 reachedamaximumbackfacetemperatureof 548°Fat20 rain,theAETB-12,
494°F at23 rain andtheASMI, 469°Fat 23 rain.
Theresultsof theanalysiscanbesummarizedasfollows:
In regardsto theflexible insulations:
At thearcjet conditionof 34Btu/ft2os,themaximummeasuredbackfacealuminumtempera-
turesfor theuncoatedCFBI andTABI were409°Fand388°F,respectively.Thecalculated
temperaturefrom themodelundersimilarconditionswere289°Fand307°F,respectively.
A goodcon'elationbetweenthemeasured(117°F)andcalculated(82°F)valueswasobtained
in regardto thetemperaturedifferencebetweenthebackfaceof thePCCcoatedCFBI and
PCCcoatedTABI insulations.Themeasuredvalueswere380°Fand460°F,respectively,for
theCFBIandTABI andthecalculatedvalueswere246°Fand363°F.Thehighermeasured
valuescouldbeattributedto thetestmodelholderwhichsurroundedtheflexible insulation
on thesidesandback.Thehighervalues(bothmeasuredandcalculated)shownfor theTABI
areattributedto thehigherthermalconductivityof this insulation.
At themaximumAFE heatingrateconditionof 36Btu/ft2°s,thecalculatedaluminum
temperaturesfor themodelfor thePCCcoatedCFBI andTABI were434°Fand533°F,
respectively.
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Lower aluminumtemperaturesareexpectedfor boththerigid andflexible insulationsasa
resultof additionalaluminummass(stringers).Additionalcalculationswill haveto be
performedto definethesetemperatures.
In regardsto therigid insulations:
° At themaximumAFEheatingratecondition,thebackfacealuminumtemperaturewas
> 468°F for all insulations.
CONCLUSIONS
The thermal responses of rigid and flexible insulations and surface temperatures of a reflective
coating subjected to aeroconvective heating from a plasma arc were determined. In addition, the
thermal conductivities of both the rigid and flexible insulations were determined. The emissivity of
the fabrics used in the flexible insulations were also measured. Based on these measurements and the
thermal analysis discussed, the following conclusions may be made:
All the rigid insulations exhibited excellent survivability performance up to heating rates of
47 Btu/ft 2 os and the AETB-12 up to 58 Btu/ft2°s. These rigid insulations exhibited no physical dam-
age when exposed to these heating rates at the test times indicated previously. However, a 0.032-in.
aluminum skin under these insulations without stringers would exceed the design limit of 350°F.
The uncoated flexible insulations exhibited good thermal performance up to 31 Btu/ft2°s, but
some fabric failures occurred at heating rates of 34 Btu/ft2°s. There was no damage to either fabric or
insulation when these flexible insulations were coated with a PCC coating at these heating rates. As
in the case of the rigid insulations, a thin aluminum skin would exceed the design limit of 350°F at
the maximum heating rate condition of an aerobrake such as the AFE.
The optical properties of the reflective coating do not degrade up to a heating rate of 35 Btu/ft2-s.
The calculations indicate that this high reflective coating would be effective in reducing surface tem-
peratures on RCG coated rigid insulations, if the radiative heating is in excess of 15% of the total
heating rate on the aerobrake surface.
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Table 1. Comparison of AFE heating rates, radiation equilibrium temperatures and pressures
with those obtained in plasma arc tests
Baseline VA Nominal Adjusted
Rigid or flexible AFE Plasma arc AFE maximum Plasma arc AFE Plasma arc
insulation maximum calculated radiative maximum stagnation calculated
location and heating rate, heating rate, equilibrium calibrated pressure, stagnation
time Btu/ft2os Btu/ft2.s temperature, temperature psi pressure,
°F measured, psi
oF
S/L 0.000 45.0 47.0 a 2789 2823 a 0.45 0.69
@ l17s
S/L 0.456 30.5 30.7 b & 33.4 c 2487 2491b & 2553 c 0.36 0.35 - .38
@ l17s
Baseline VA Nominal Adjusted Plus Methodology Uncertainty
Rigid or flexible AFE Plasma arc AFE maximum Plasma arc AFE Plasma arc
insulation maximum calculated radiative maximum stagnation calculated
location and heating rate, heating rate, equilibrium calibrated pressure, stagnation
time Btu/ft2"s Btu/ft2os temperature, temperature psi pressure,
°F measured, psi
oF
S/L0.000 54.0 58.7 a 2939 3010 a N/A 1.12
@ 117 s
S/L0.456 36.6 34.3b&34.8 c 2624 2574b&2586 c N/A 0.40 - 0.41
@ 117 s
a = tiles; b = blanket; c = reflective coating
Table 2. Plasma arc test conditions for flexible insulations (*) reflective coating (**)
and rigid insulations (***)
Target RCG Current, Arc-jet Calculated Calibration Model
surface amps pressure, stagnation temperature distance
temperature, psia pressure, measured, from exit,
°F psi °F in.
Calculated
heat flux
rates,
Btu/ft2.s
2499 * 1200 25 0.35 2491 14.00 30.7
2577 * 1350 25 0.40 2574 14.00 34.3
2499 ** 1100 15 0.38 2553 13.75 33.4
2577 ** 1300 15 0.41 2586 13.75 34.8
2830 *** 2150 45 0.69 2823 13.75 47.0
2929 *** 2000 40 1.12 3010 10.00 58.7
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Table 3. Description of flexible insulation materials
Designation Description of materials
Uncoated TABI
layer-to-layer
Uncoated TABI
angle interlock
RCG coated TABI
layer-to-layer
PCC coated TABI
layer-to-layer
Uncoated CFBI
5HSW
Uncoated CFBI
interlock
RCG coated CFBI
interlock
PCC coated CFBI
interlock
Tailorable advanced blanket insulation (TABI) top fabric silicon carbide
(Nicalon ®a NLM 202), 600 denier layer to layer, alumina (Saffil ®b) insula-
tion and bottom fabric same as top fabric, blankets density 9.9 lb/ft 3
Tailorable advanced blanket insulation (TABI) top fabric silicon carbide
(Nicalon ® NLM 202) 600 denier angle interlock weave, alumina (Saffil ®)
insulation and bottom fabric same as top fabric, complete insulation density
9.5 lb/ft 3
Same as uncoated TABI layer-to-layer except brush coated with 1.0 oz/ft 2
RCG coating
Same as uncoated TABI layer-to-layer except brush coated with 1.0 oz/ft 2
protective ceramic coating
Composite flexible blanket insulation (CFBI) top fabric silicon carbide
(Nicalon ® NLM 202), 5 harness satin weave, (5HSW) 600 denier, fabric
weight 8 lb/ft2; alumina (Saffil ®) insulation, 10 alternating layer of poly-
mide (Kapton ®c) film, 0.003 in. thick coated on one side with 1000 ang-
stroms vacuum deposited aluminum and aluminoborosilicate (Nextel 312 ®d)
lino weave scrim cloth 0.013 lb/ft 2 bottom fabric aluminoborosilicate
(Nextel 312 ®) fabric, 0.11 lb/ft 2, complete insulation density 9.9 lb/ft 3
Composite flexible blanket insulation (CFBI) top fabric silicon carbide
(Nicalon ® NLM 202) 600 denier, interlock, balance of insulation similar to
uncoated CFBI 5HSW, complete insulation density 13.0 lb/ft 3 (ref. 12)
Same as uncoated CFBI interlock except brush coated with 1.0 oz/ft 2
RCG coating
Same as uncoated CFBI interlock except brush coated with 1.0 oz/ft 2
PCC coating
aRegistered Trademark of Dow Corning Corp.
bRegistered Trademark of ICI Corp.
CRegistered Trademark of Dupont de Nemours Corp.
dRegistered Trademark of 3M Corp.
Table 4. Description of rigid insulation materials
Designation Description of materials
AETB- 12/RCG
AETB-8/RCG
ASMI/RCG
Alumina enhanced thermal barrier (AETB-12, 12 lb/ft 3) with RCG coating
Alumina enhanced thermal barrier (AETB-8, 8 lb/ft 3) with RCG coating
Alumina sol modified insulation (ASMI, 12 lb/ft 3) with RCG coating
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Table 5. Description of reflective coating materials
Designation Description of materials
FRCI- 12/RCG/2.2 I.tm
FRCI- 12/RCG/2.5 Bm,
7.1 gm
Fibrous refractory composite insulation (FRCI-12, 12 lb/ft 3) half coated
with reaction cured glass (RCG) and half coated with RCG, silica
(Spectrosil ®) and 2.2 _m thick alumina (Ceralox% coating
Fibrous refractory composite insulation (FRCI-12,12 lb/ft 3) half coated
with RCG, silica (Spectrosil@), 2.5 gm thick alumina (Ceralox @) coating
and half with RCG, silica (Spectrosil®), and 7.1 Bm alumina (Ceralox _)
coating
Table 6. Calculated surface temperatures of RCG and RCG/reflective coating as function of
various radiative heating rates at S/L = 0.55, baseline VA trajectory
Radiative Convective
heating rate, heating rate,
Btu/ft2-s Btu/ft2°s
Total heating Time, Surface Surface
rate, sec temperature temperature
Btu/ft2-s FRCI-12/RCG, FRCI-12/RCG/
°F alumina overlay,
oF
A°F
0 27.3
4.0 23.5
8.2 19.1
12.3 15.0
27.3 115 2354 2469 +115
27.5 118 2353 2381 +28
27.3 115 2334 2249 -85
27.3 115 2324 2093 -231
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Figure 1. Location of rigid tiles, flexible insulations, and reflective coating on the AFE aerobrake.
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Figure 2. Baseline VA nominal adjusted trajectory: nominal heating rate (above left), nominal heating rate plus
methodology uncertainty (above right), nominal RCG radiation equilibrium temperatures (bottom left), nominal
RCG radiation equilibrium temperatures plus methodology uncertainty (bottom right).
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Figure 3. Correlation of thermocouple and pyrometer readings for FRCI-12/RCG.
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Figure 4. FRCI calibration for flexible insulation at 30. 7 Btu/ft2,s and 34.3 Btu/ft2os.
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Figure 5. LI-2200 calibration for reflective coating at 33.4 Btu/ft2,s and 34.8 Btu/ft2,s.
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Figure 6. LI-2200 calibration for rigid tiles at 47.0 Btu/ft2os and 58. 7 Btu/ft2.s.
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f_. = Warp and binder yarn
Yarn : Nicalon R type 202 size P, 600 denier, 200 filaments/tow
Fabric Yarn Count: 93/inch (warp) x 87 inch (fill) +_5%
Fabric Width: 30.5 Inch minimum
Fabric Weight: 15.7 _+5% oz/yd^2
Fabric Thickness: 0.025 inch _+10%
Weave Type: Interlock 3 ply as shown above
Figure 7. Fabric architecture of CFBI blankets.
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Figure 8. Thermal response of uncoated TABI layer to layer at 30. 7 Btu/ft2os.
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Figure 9. Thermal response of uncoated TABI layer to layer at 34.3 Btu/ft2os.
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Figure 10. Thermal response of uncoated TABI angle interlock at 30. 7 Btu/ft2,s.
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Figure 11. Thermal response of uncoated TABI angle interlock at 34.3 Btu/ft2os.
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Figure 12. Thermal response of uncoated CFBI 5HSW at 30. 7 Btu/ft2os.
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Figure 13. Thermal response of uncoated CFBI 5HSW at 34.3 Btu/fl2os.
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Figure 14. Thermal response of uncoated CFBI interlock at 30. 7 Btu/ft2os.
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Figure 15. Thermal response of uncoated CFBI interlock at 34.3 Btu/ft2°s.
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Figure 16. Thermal response of RCG coated CFBI interlock at 34.3 Btu/ft2°s.
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Figure 17. Thermal response of PCC coated CFBI interlock at 34.3 Btu/ft2os.
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Figure 18. Thermal response of RCG coated TABI layer to layer at 34.3 Btu/ft2os .
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Figure 19. Thermal response of PCC coated TABI layer to layer at 34.3 Btu/ft2os.
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Figure 20. Thermal response of compressed RCG coated CFBI interlock at 34.3 Btu/ft2os.
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Figure 21. Thermal response of compressed PCC coated CFBI interlock at 34.3 Btu/ft2os.
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Figure 22. Thermal response of sprayed RCG coated CFBI interlock at 34.3 Btu/ft2*s.
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Figure 23. Thermal response of sprayed PCC coated CFBI interlock at 34.3 Btu/ft2*s.
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Figure 24. Thermal response of AETB-12 at 47. 0 Btu/ft2os.
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Figure 25. Thermal response of AETB- 12 at 58. 7 Btu/ft2-°s.
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Figure 26. Thermal response of AETB-8 at 47.0 Btu/ft2.s.
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Figure 27. Thermal response of AETB,J_'at 58. 7 Btu/ft2*s.
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Figure 28. Thermal response of ASMI at 47.0 Btu/ft2os.
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Figure 29. Thermal response of ASMI at 58.7 Btu/ff2os.
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Figure 30. Surface temperature of FRCI-12/RCG with 2.5 pm and 7.1 l_m reflective coating at 33.4 Btu/ft2os.
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Figure 31. Surface temperature of FRCl- 12/RCG with 2.2 pm reflective coating at 34.8 Btu/ft 2 °s.
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Figure 32. Reflectance of RCG prior (left) and after (right) heating at 34.8 Btu/ft2°s for 2 rain.
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Figure 33. Reflectance of RCG/2.2 tJm AI203 prior (left) and after (right) heating at 34.8 Btu/ft2°s for2 min.
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Figure 34. Reflectance of RCG/7.1 iJm AI203 prior (left) and after (right) heating at 33.4 Btu/ft2.s for 2 min.
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Figure 35. Reflectance of RCG/2.5 IJm AI203 prior (left) and after (right) heating at 33.4 Btu/ft2os for 2 min.
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Figure 36. Differential temperature of FRCI-12/RCG with 2.5 I_m and 7.1 #m reflective coating at 33.4
Btu/ft2os.
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Figure 32. Differential temperature of FRCI-12/RCG with 2.2 #m reflective coating at 34.8 Btu/ft2,s.
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Figure 38. Thermal conductivity of uncoated CFBI interlock.
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Figure 39. Thermal conductivity of uncoated TABI layer/layer.
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Figure 40. Thermal conductivity of AETB- 12.
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Figure 41. Thermal conductivity of AETB-8.
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Figure 42. Thermal conductivity of ASMI. (Source: A. E. Hong, NASA/JSC)
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Figure 43. Emissivity of silicon carbide fabrics.
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Figure 44. Apparatuses for measuring emissivity of ceramic fabric.
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Figure 45. Thermal models of flexible (above) and rigid insulations (below).
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Figure 46. Calculated temperature profile of uncoated CFBI interlock at arc jet heating rate of 34.8 Btu/ft2os
(above) and AFE heating rate of 36.8 Btu/ft2_s (below).
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Figure 47. Calculated temperature profile of PCC coated CFBI interlock at arc jet heating rate of 34.8 Btu/ft2,s
(above) and AFE heating rate of 36.8 Btu/ft2,s (below).
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Figure 48. Calculated temperature profile of uncoated TABI layer layer at arc jet heating rate of 34.8 Btu/ft2os
(above) and AFE heating rate of 36.8 Btu/ft2os (below).
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Figure 49. Calculated temperature profile of PCC coated TABI layer layer at arc jet heating rate of 34.8
Btu/ft2os (above) and AFE heating rate of 36.8 Btu/ft2°s (below).
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Figure 50. Calculated temperature profile of AETB-8 at arc jet heating rate of 58. 7 Btu/ft2,s (above) and AFE
heating rate of 54.0 Btu/f_os (below).
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Figure 51. Calculated tem_oerature profile of AETB- 12 at arc jet heating rate of 58. 7 Btu/ft2,s (above) and AFE
heating rate of 54.0 Btu/ft_os (below).
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Figure 52. Calculated temperature profile of ASMI at arc jet heating rate of 58.7 Btulft2os (above) and AFE
heating rate of 54.0 Btu/ft'_*s (below).
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APPENDIX
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Figure A-1. TABI layer layer after exposure to 30.7 Btu/ft2.s (above) and 34.3 Btu/ft2*s (below).
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Figure A-2. TABI interlock after exposure to 30.7 Btu/ft2°s (above) and 34.3 Btu/ft2os (below).
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Figure A-3. CFBI 5HSW after exposure to 30.7 Btu/ft2.s (above) and 34.3 Btu/ft2os (below).
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Figure A-4. CFBI-interlock after exposure to 30.7 Btu/ft2os (above) and 34.3 Btu/ff2-os (below).
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Figure A-5. TABI layer/layer RCG coated (above) and TABI layer/layer PCC coated (below) after exposure to
34.3 Btu/ft2,s.
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Figure A-6. CFBI-interlock RCG coated (above) and CFBI-interlock PCC coated (below) after exposure to
34.3 Btu/ft2os (below).
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Figure A-7. CFBI-interlock RCG coated, vacuum bagged, before (above) and after exposure (below) to
34.3 Btu/ft2os.
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Figure A-8. CFBI-interlock PCC coated, vacuum bagged, before (above) and after exposure (below) to
34.3 Btu/ft2"s.
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Figure A-9. CFBI-interlock RCG spray, before (above) and after exposure (below) to 34.3 Btu/ft2os.
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Figure A-IO. CFBI-interlock PCC spray, before (above) and after exposure (below) to 34.3 Btu/ft2os.
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PM317
Figure A-11. AETB-8 before (above) and after exposure (below) to 47.0 Btu/ft2os.
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-Figure A-12. AETB-8 before (above) and after exposure (below) to 58.7 Btu/ft2°s •
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Figure A-13. AETB-12 before (above) and after exposure (below) to 47.0 Btu/ft2os.
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Figure A- 14. AETB- 12 before (above) and after exposure (below) to 58. 7 Btu/ft2os.
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Figure A-15. ASMI before (above) and after exposure (below) to 47. 0 Btu/fl2os.
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Figure A- 16. ASMI before (above) and after exposure (below) to 58. 7 Btu/ft2.s.
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Figure A-17. FRCI-12 reflective before (above) and after exposure (below) to 33.4 Btu/ft2os.
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Figure A-18. FRCI-12 reflective before (above) and after exposure to 34.8 Btu/ft2*s.
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